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Agency Whitelist Launched:
A Solution for Digital Ad Distribution that Ensures Brand Safety
The five Tokyo-based companies Hakuhodo DY Media Partners Inc. (President & CEO: Hirotake Yajima),
Hakuhodo DY Digital Inc. (President & CEO: Akira Tsuji), D.A.Consortium Inc. (President & CEO: Masaya
Shimada; “DAC”), Platform One Inc. (President & CEO: Norihide Akiba; “P1”), and E-Guardian Inc.
(President & CEO: Yasuhisa Takatani), have launched Agency Whitelist, a solution that delivers ads only
to safe sites based on Hakuhodo DY Group proprietary criteria. As part of Hakuhodo DY MQM_TM [*1],
which addresses important issues surrounding digital ad transparency and quality, Agency Whitelist
assures advertiser brand safety by delivering ads to appropriate placement locations.

As digital ad placements have expanded in recent years, programmatic ad transactions have also grown
enormously. The leveraging of data and technology to deliver ads to targeted individuals is one main
reason for the success of programmatic ads. The drawback is that some ads are delivered to
inappropriate locations. These misplacements occur because ad placement locations of networked
media firms are negotiated mechanically via a DSP/SSP system.

A common strategy to deal with inappropriately placed ads is black lists that block pre-specified
domains. Black lists can block deliveries to inappropriate locations while maintaining ad placement
volumes. Their downside is the difficulty in blocking all inappropriate sites, since the number of
websites and apps continues to grow every day. Another strategy is to use a white list, so that ads are
delivered only to pre-specified domains. While this strategy allows clients to define all placement
domains, the problem is sufficient ad placement volumes cannot be achieved, in addition to the trouble
of creating a white list based on objective criteria. A third strategy that has emerged recently is private
marketplaces (PMPs). These give clients priority in buying ad spaces on premium placement media in
combination with various rich ad formats.

In view of this situation, Hakuhodo DY Media Partners and Hakuhodo DY Digital teamed up with DAC,
P1, a consolidated subsidiary of DAC, and E-Guardian, to start offering Agency Whitelist, a solution that
delivers ads only to pre-specified domains while maintaining fixed placement volumes. Agency
Whitelist is part of initiatives by Hakuhodo DY Media Partners and Hakuhodo DY Digital for safer ad
placements. The whitelisted locations on Agency Whitelist are rigorously screened. Japan-specific
categories are first added to the IAB Content Categories [*2], and decisions based on these categories
are then visually checked by E-Guardian. Safe placement locations on Agency Whitelist are derived from
a massive list with over 15,000 domains, and we have verified ads will be delivered with a fixed
minimum placement volume.

With the launch of this solution, the Hakuhodo DY Group is now able to deliver programmatic ads with
three different methods, each with their own advantages: proprietary black lists, Agency Whitelist, and
Hakuhodo DY PMP_. By optimally combining these methods for the advertising objective, the Hakuhodo
DY Group will further media planning that achieves the best possible performance while ensuring safety.
And DAC will move ahead with consulting services to media firms based on Agency Whitelist, in
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Hakuhodo DY Media Partners and Hakuhodo DY Digital, along with promoting this solution as one
strategy of the Hakuhodo DY MQM_TM, will continue to seek out and develop effective digital advertising
strategies that ensure ad transparency, quality improvements, and genuine safety.

*1.

Hakuhodo DY MQM_TM is an original Hakuhodo DY Group service offering multifaceted approaches
to ad fraud, brand safety, and viewability—the three main problems affecting digital ad
transparency and quality.
https://www.hakuhodody-digital.co.jp/news/726

*2.

Content Categories classify ad placement locations as specified in the Interactive Advertising
Bureau’s OpenRTB API Specification. The New York-based Interactive Advertising Bureau (IAB)
establishes technical standards for online advertising and conducts trend research and legislation
development.
https://www.iab.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/OpenRTB-API-Specification-Version-2-5-FI
NAL.pdf

About E-Guardian Inc.
As a leader in web monitoring, rumor investigation, and social listening, E-Guardian is a full-service net
security provider with an installation base of over 800 companies. E-Guardian has been adding business
domains to its portfolio each year, including online game customer support and advertisement
processes. The company is also expanding into the cyber security field in partnership with EG Secure
Solutions Inc., a recent subsidiary. The E-Guardian Group, including its business partners, operates
centers in five Japanese cities and eight cities abroad, and with 19 bases, it is one of the largest firms in
the industry.
Representative: Yasuhisa Takatani, President
Address: Place Astre Bldg. 4F, 1-2-3 Azabu-Juban, Minato-ku, Tokyo
Established: May 1998 (listed on the First Section of the Tokyo Stock Exchange in 2016)
Capital: 364.28 million yen (as of March 31, 2018)
Business domains: Blog, social media, and forum development consulting; real-time web monitoring;
customer support; online game customer support; compliance measures and rumor and trend
investigation; community site development and website management; advertisement review;
temporary staffing
http://www.e-guardian.co.jp/
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